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		Summary

	
		Practical Data Science with R lives up to its name. It explains basic principles without the theoretical mumbo-jumbo and jumps right to the real use cases you'll face as you collect, curate, and analyze the data crucial to the success of your business. You'll apply the R programming language and statistical analysis techniques to carefully explained examples based in marketing, business intelligence, and decision support.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	
		About the Book

	
		Business analysts and developers are increasingly collecting, curating, analyzing, and reporting on crucial business data. The R language and its associated tools provide a straightforward way to tackle day-to-day data science tasks without a lot of academic theory or advanced mathematics.

	
		Practical Data Science with R shows you how to apply the R programming language and useful statistical techniques to everyday business situations. Using examples from marketing, business intelligence, and decision support, it shows you how to design experiments (such as A/B tests), build predictive models, and present results to audiences of all levels.

	
		This book is accessible to readers without a background in data science. Some familiarity with basic statistics, R, or another scripting language is assumed.

	
		What's Inside

		
			Data science for the business professional
	
			Statistical analysis using the R language
	
			Project lifecycle, from planning to delivery
	
			Numerous instantly familiar use cases
	
			Keys to effective data presentations


	
		About the Authors

	
		Nina Zumel and John Mount are cofounders of a San Francisco-based data science consulting firm. Both hold PhDs from Carnegie Mellon and blog on statistics, probability, and computer science at win-vector.com.
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MAC OS X UNIX Toolbox: 1000+ Commands for the Mac OS XJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Explore a ton of powerful Mac OS X UNIX commands


	This handy, compact guide teaches you to use Mac OS X UNIX systems as the experts do: from the command line. Try out more than 1,000 commands to find and get software, monitor system health and security, and access network resources. Apply the skills you learn from this book to...
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HTML5 & CSS3 For The Real WorldSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2015

	
		HTML5 and CSS3 for the Real World is your perfect introduction to the latest generation of web technologies. This easy-to-follow guide covers everything you need to know to get started today. You'll master the semantic markup available in HTML5, as well as how to use CSS3 to create amazing-looking websites without...
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PhoneGap 3 Beginner's Guide - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create, develop, debug, and deploy your very own mobile applications with PhoneGap


	About This Book

	
		Build hybrid mobile applications with PhoneGap/Cordova using HTML, CSS and JavaScript
	
		Optimize and increase the performance of you applications with Phonegap/Cordova plugins
	
		A...
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The Mathematica GuideBook for NumericsSpringer, 2007

	
		Computers were initially developed to expedite numerical calculations. A newer, and in the long run, very
	
		fruitful field is the manipulation of symbolic expressions. When these symbolic expressions represent mathematical
	
		entities, this field is generally called computer algebra [8]. Computer algebra begins with relatively...
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Mathematical Modelling, Optimization, Analytic and Numerical Solutions (Industrial and Applied Mathematics)Springer, 2020

	
		This book discusses a variety of topics related to industrial and applied mathematics, focusing on wavelet theory, sampling theorems, inverse problems and their applications, partial differential equations as a model of real-world problems, computational linguistics, mathematical models and methods for meteorology, earth systems,...
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New Frontiers in Information and Software as Services: Service and Application Design Challenges in the CloudSpringer, 2011

	The increasing costs of creating and maintaining infrastructures for delivering services to consumers have led to the emergence of cloud based third party service providers renting networks, computation power, storage, and even entire software application suites. On the other hand, service customers demand competitive pricing, service level...
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